1. **Membership in UNESCO:** Associated membership since 3 November 2015
2. **Membership on the Executive Board:** no
3. **Current Membership on Intergovernmental Committees and Commissions:** none
4. **DG’s visit to Montserrat:** none to date
5. **Former Director General’s visit to Montserrat:** none
6. **Permanent Delegation to UNESCO:** none.
7. **UNESCO Office:** covered by UNESCO Cluster Office in Kingston
   
   Since June 2017, Montserrat is covered by the UNESCO Cluster Office in Kingston. Ms Katherine Grisby (Nicaragua, D-1) has been the Office’s Director since May 2015.
8. **National Commission for Cooperation with UNESCO:** Not yet established. The Office of the Premier is the contact point for relations with UNESCO.
9. **Personalities linked to UNESCO’s activities:** none
10. **UNESCO Chairs:** none
11. **Associated Schools:** none
12. **Category 2 Institutes and Centres:** none
13. **Biosphere Reserves:** none
14. **UNESCO Global Geoparks:** none
15. **World Heritage Sites:** none
16. **Tentative List:** none
17. **Intangible Cultural Heritage List:** none
18. **Memory of the World Register:** 1

   2016: The West India Committee collection (submitted together with Antigua and Barbuda, Jamaica, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Anguilla)
19. **Creative Cities Network:** none
20. **UNESCO’s standard-setting instruments:** none
21. **Anniversaries with which UNESCO was associated in 2018-2019:** none
22. **Participation Programme:** No request
23. **Fellowships:** no fellowship awarded since 2010
24. **NGOs in official partnership with UNESCO:** none

25. **IGOs and Foundations in official relations with UNESCO:** none

26. **Payment of assessed membership fees for 2019:**
   - Assessment rate for 2019: 0.0006%
   - Last payment: 25 February 2019

27. **Staff members’ status:** Montserrat is a part of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and is considered of British nationality